Abstract. In pharmaceutical tablet manufacturing processes, a major source of disturbance affecting drug product quality is the (lot-to-lot) variability of the incoming raw materials. A novel modeling and process optimization strategy that compensates for raw material variability is presented. The approach involves building partial least squares models that combine raw material attributes and tablet process parameters and relate these to final tablet attributes. The resulting models are used in an optimization framework to then find optimal process parameters which can satisfy all the desired requirements for the final tablet attributes, subject to the incoming raw material lots. In order to de-risk the potential (lot-to-lot) variability of raw materials on the drug product quality, the effect of raw material lot variability on the final tablet attributes was investigated using a raw material database containing a large number of lots. In this way, the raw material variability, optimal process parameter space and tablet attributes are correlated with each other and offer the opportunity of simulating a variety of changes in silico without actually performing experiments. The connectivity obtained between the three sources of variability (materials, parameters, attributes) can be considered a design space consistent with Quality by Design principles, which is defined by the ICH-Q8 guidance (USDA 2006). The effectiveness of the methodologies is illustrated through a common industrial tablet manufacturing case study.
INTRODUCTION
The Quality by Design (QbD) concept proposed by the Food and Drug Administration plays a significant role in the development process within the pharmaceutical industry (1, 2) . The concept of QbD was mentioned in the ICH Q8 guidance (1) , which states that "quality cannot be tested into products, that is, quality should be built in by design."
A key notion is to obtain a design space that is defined as a "multidimensional combination and interaction of input variables (raw material attributes and process parameters) that have been demonstrated to provide assurance of quality" by the ICH-Q8 guidance (1) . This entails definition of (1) the key quality attributes of the finished drug product, (2) drug product formulation space that comprises the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) and pharmacologically inactive components in the formulation, referred to as excipients that are selected to provide the desired physical and mechanical attributes in the drug product, and (3) the manufacturing process/operating parameter space to consistently produce a quality product. MacGregor and Bruwer (3) have provided a framework for the development of design and control spaces that simultaneously considers the raw material characteristic space, process variable space, and quality attribute space. This is a key concept to maximize the batch-to-batch consistency of pharmaceutical drug products.
In pharmaceutical manufacturing processes, a main source of disturbance which could affect the drug product quality is the variability of the incoming raw materials. A critical challenge for QbD is how to construct a process control strategy which can compensate for the effect of raw material variability and stabilize drug product quality. There are basically two different control schemes: Feedback control scheme to adjust the process parameters based on the error between desired final tablet attributes and observed attributes. This approach can handle both known and unknown disturbances, but always involves a delayed response and can result in a reduced yield. The feedforward (FF) control scheme adjusts the process parameters depending on the change in the incoming raw material attributes. The FF approach can compensate for the effect of raw material lot variability without a delayed response as it is performed prior to making a batch. In the case where the effect of an unknown disturbance is relatively large, the control performance (prediction) may be decreased due to not accounting for this in the model. This study focuses only on a FF control scheme as the key attributes of raw materials have been wellinvestigated and known.
The basic concept of FF control is shown in Fig. 1 . With FF control, the effect of incoming raw materials can be compensated by suitably adjusting process parameters prior to actually manufacturing a batch, while without FF control, the effect of raw material variability appears in the (variability of the) final tablet attributes. There are two key issues to design FF control: (1) how to build a multivariate model from raw material attributes and process parameters to final tablet attributes; (2) how to find the best process parameters which can compensate for the effect of incoming raw material variability (within constraints of the manufacturing equipment and desired final tablet attributes) prior to manufacturing a batch.
Latent variable modeling (LVM) methodologies (4-6) such as partial least squares (PLS) and principal component analysis (PCA) can play a key role to solve the first modeling problem. LVM has been well established as a useful modeling tool to construct a multivariate relationship using existing datasets or databases. LVM effectively reduces the large number of original variable dimensions into a lower dimensionality subspace, and provides good estimates for the Yvariable(s). In addition, due to the nature of reduction of variable dimensions, LVM allows the building of a good model even with relatively small numbers of drug product batches. Wold et al. (7, 8) proposed nonlinear PLS algorithms, and Lakshminarayanan et al. (9) presented a novel methodology to generate accurate nonlinear models using genetic programming where the relationships are nonlinear. There are precedents applying LVM for pharmaceutical tablet development. Westerhuis et al. (10) published the PLS modeling for simultaneously relating formulation compositions (Micocrystalline cellulose/Klucel) and process parameters (added water%, batch time) to some tablet physical attributes such as crushing strength and disintegration time in a wet granulation process. Huang et al. (11) and Haware et al. (12) demonstrated the use of LVM (PCA, PLS) to represent the multivariate relationship between material attributes, process parameters, and final tablet attributes, as a QbD case study in pharmaceutical development. The effectiveness of LVM has been demonstrated through a variety of industrial applications for pharmaceutical tablet development.
For the second problem of FF control design, optimization technologies (13) such as nonlinear programming are deemed to be suitable tools. They efficiently determine the best process parameters which can maximize/minimize a given objective function (e.g., closeness to the desired final attributes, raw material cost, etc.) with constraints (e.g., incoming raw material lot attributes, feasible process parameter range, etc.), based on the constructed model. Some industrial applications to chemical product manufacturing processes using optimization technologies with LVM have been presented in the literature. Yacoub and MacGregor (14) demonstrated an optimization approach using a nonlinear PLS model to a polymer product design (overmolding injection process). This approach was effective in finding process operating conditions that can compensate for variations in both raw material and environmental factors to reduce the variability of the final product quality. Garcia-Munoz et al. (15) provided an LVM and optimization strategy to establish a design space for the wet granulation process manufacture of a pharmaceutical product, simultaneously taking into account the raw material properties and process parameters. Muteki et al. (16, 17) presented an optimization approach which can simultaneously optimize 3 degrees of freedom in a general mixture manufacturing process: the selection of raw materials, the selection of the ratios in which to blend the raw materials, and the selection of process conditions used to manufacture the final product. It was successfully applied to industrial applications such as polymer product design (blend product of rubber, polypropylene, and oil) (16) and coke product design (18) . However, there have been relatively few published industrial applications of optimization technologies for QbD studies in the pharmaceutical drug product development arena. This paper presents a process optimization strategy using PLS models, which can compensate for the effect of raw material (lot-to-lot) variability to achieve desired final tablet attributes in pharmaceutical dosage form development (tablet manufactured with a dry granulation process). The approach involves building PLS models that combine raw material attributes and tablet process parameters and relates these to final tablet attributes. Prior to a manufacturing batch, the resulting models are used in an optimization framework to Fig. 1 . Basic concept of feedforward control strategy find optimal process conditions which can satisfy desired final tablet attributes while taking into account the attributes of specific raw material lots to be used in the batch. In order to reduce the impact of raw material (lot-to-lot) variability on drug product (lot-to-lot) consistency, the effect of variable raw material properties on the final tablet attributes was investigated using a raw material database based on a PLS model. Then, the optimal process parameter spaces taking into account the total raw material variability and manufacturing constraints to meet the desired final tablet attributes were found. The obtained process parameter space can be considered a QbD space as defined by the ICH-Q8 guidance (1) . To implement the FF control, an in-house process simulator is presented. The effectiveness of the methodologies is illustrated through a common industrial tablet manufacturing case study. This paper is organized as follows: In section "Materials and Methods," the generalized data structure used and the simultaneous PLS modeling taking into account both raw material attributes and process parameters on final tablet attributes are first described. A process optimization strategy using PLS is then presented. An industrial example of tablet development is described. In section "Results and Discussion," the result of PLS modeling, the raw material variability, and optimization simulation is demonstrated. An inhouse process simulator for implementing the process optimization strategy is described.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Partial Least Squares Modeling
In this section, the generalized data structure used is first shown, the simultaneous modeling using raw material attributes and process parameters on final tablet attributes is described, and the PLS modeling algorithm is briefly described.
Data Structure
The generalized data structure available in a general tablet development process is shown in Fig. 2 . The data consist of raw material attributes database (X DB ) and data from batch manufacturing operations (X, Z, and Y). The latter consists of a (M×K) X matrix consisting of K attributes measured on raw materials, a (M×J) Z matrix consisting of J process parameters used during tablet manufacture and a (M×L) Y matrix consisting of L attributes measured on the final tablets. M is the number of batches. X DB is the (N×K) database matrix containing attributes on all the available raw materials, including both lots used and not used in the past tablet batch manufacturing operations for a particular product. The X matrix is a subset of X DB . Some attribute data in the X DB matrix can be obtained from suppliers of the raw materials (Certificates of Analysis). Additional raw material characterization may be required to develop more robust relationships.
Simultaneous PLS Modeling Using Raw Material Attributes and Process Parameters on Final Tablet Attributes
The key question in modeling is how to build the model relating raw material attributes (X) and process parameters (Z) to the final tablet attributes (Y). The PLS model which simultaneously takes into account 2 degrees of freedom such as raw material attributes (X) and process parameters (Z) is generically expressed as:
where ε is the model error including measurement error. If one wants to consider the effect of formulation composition (R) as well as raw material attributes (X) and process parameters (Z), mixture-property PLS models (16) can simultaneously take into account the 3 degrees of freedom for a general chemical mixture product design and can be used.
There are several advantages to the PLS models shown in Eq. 1: (1) It can provide information on which of the raw material attributes and process parameters have more relative impact on final tablet attributes; (2) With a new raw material lot/grade and process parameters which have never been used in the past, the PLS models can estimate the final tablet attributes in silico prior to any manufacturing or experimentation experience; (3) the built PLS models can be suitably applied in an optimization framework to find the best process parameters which can achieve desired tablet attributes subject to incoming raw material lot variations.
PLS Regression
PLS regression modeling has extensively been described in the literature (4-6), and only a brief description is given here. PLS regression is performed by projecting the X all =[X, Z] and Yin Eq. 1 onto lower dimensional subspaces:
where the columns of T are values of latent variables (T= X all ×W * ) that capture most of the variability in the data; W * , P, and Q are the loading matrices, and E and F are residual 
For any new raw material attributes and process parameters x T all new , one can compute new latent variable scores as t
One can also compute two distance criteria to test the validity of the model for the new conditions. The Hotelling T 2 is expressed as
where s 2 a is the variance of the a-th latent variable score vector in the matrix and A is the selected number of latent variables in the PLS model. It provides a measure of the distance from the center point in the latent space to the projection of the new observation onto the latent variable space. The squared prediction error (SPE) in the X space is expressed as
where
estimated from the PLS model. The SPE provides a measure of the orthogonal distance (residual) of the new point from the latent variable space. A large residual implies that the PLS model is not valid in the region of x T all new , due to a breakdown in the correlation structure represented by the model.
Variable influence on projection (VIP) score (19) is a useful indicator to effectively find which variables/parameters have more impact on Y variables. The VIP score for the j-th variable can be calculated by Eq. 6. The average of squared VIP scores equals 1.0, and in general if VIP j is greater than 1.0, the j-th variable has larger impact.
where q k , t k and w k are the k-column vector of Q, T, W * , n is the column number of X all and h is the number of latent variables. The VIP score is particularly useful for the case where multiple Y variables are used for the modeling.
Process Optimization Strategy Using PLS Models
In this section, it is assumed that the required data are available and a PLS model between X all and the final tablet attribute Y has been built. The objective is now to use this model to find the best process parameters z new which can satisfy the desired final tablet attributes y des with constraints subject to the incoming raw material lots x current . The optimization objectives are expressed as: from the training data depending on how far from the training data one is willing to extrapolate. In order to allow the prediction greater flexibility due to compensation for the raw material variability, the values T 2 max of the Hotelling's T 2 new can be set to relatively large values (e.g., it is recommended that the value corresponds to the 99% confidence limit). However, it should not be too large because nonlinearity or model lack of fit may impact predictions outside this region. The ε value in the SPE constraint can range from zero (perfect adherence to the model) up to some larger value such as the 95% limit on the SPE values from the training data. A larger ε value may be needed when constraints are being imposed on the elements of y new and x new all to allow for the possibility of slight extrapolations of the model in order to satisfy these.
The objective function is a weighted measure of the estimation error between the desired tablet attributes and the estimated tablet attributes through the PLS model. Here, only one term is used in the objective function, but some other cost functions such as manufacturing process utility cost can be easily added, if needed.
Solutions to these nonlinear programming problems were obtained using the sequential quadratic programming approach (13, 20) . MATLAB was used for the execution. In the practical implementation, arbitrary diagonal weighting matrix W is suitably selected (for example, [1, 0; 0, 1], [100, 0; 0, 1]) to obtain multiple (various) solutions while still satisfying all the constraints. In this way, the operational design space (region) can be constructed. The detailed results will be described in section "Results and Discussion." During practical computation, there would be two possible cases in which the above optimization formulation does not work: (1) The solution cannot be unique, that is, there remains unlimited number of solutions; (2) there is no solution satisfying all the constraints. In case 1, a unique solution can be obtained by modifying objective function or hard constraints (in Eq. 7) so as to further satisfy more severe requirements. For example, the weighting matrix W can be changed to prioritize more important tablet properties, and/or additional penalty terms such as cost function can be added into objective function, and/or the desired range of final tablet attributes can be narrowed to enhance their robustness. In case 2, inversely, by relaxing hard constraints, some feasible solution could be obtained. In most practical cases, there may still be a room to modify the hard constraints, because they tend to be often determined at conservative side during defining the optimization framework.
Industrial Tablet Development Example
The effectiveness of the above methodologies is illustrated through an industrial tablet manufacturing case study.
These immediate release tablets are comprised of an API and four excipients (i.e., microcrystalline cellulose (MCC), fast flo lactose (FFL), sodium starch glycolate (SSG), and magnesium stearate (MgSt)). The attributes of these pure raw materials modeled in the study were particle size distribution, water content, specific surface area, and acid content. Only the attributes of MCC, FFL, and MgSt have been taken into account in the final modeling and optimization stages, because they were shown to affect tablet attributes in a preliminary study undertaken to determine an appropriate set of raw material attributes for the final models (variable selection).
The tablet manufacturing process was a common dry granulation process consisting of blending, roller compaction, milling, and tableting unit operations. The process parameters evaluated in this study were roll force, roll speed, screen aperture size, blender load during lubrication, tablet compaction force and speed. The final tablet attributes used for this example were tablet hardness (strength) profile with compaction force, in vitro tablet dissolution, and tablet disintegration time.
The data matrix size and structure used in this study are described in Fig. 3 and consists of the database of batch operations and the database of raw material lots. The attributes of MCC, FFL, and MgSt lots used for the past manufacturing batches for this product are represented as X MCC , X FFL , and X MgSt , respectively. The overall raw material database for MCC, FFL, and MgSt are shown as X MCC DB , X FFL DB , and X MgSt DB , respectively. The data space of raw material lots used for the past operations (X MCC , X FFL , and X MgSt ) well covered that of all the possible lots (X MCC DB , X FFL DB , and X MgSt DB ). The range of process parameters (Z) has been widely investigated by a design of experiments. The high and low levels of each process parameter in the design of experiments were determined based on the maximum of the possible operational range. Table I . Note one additional X variable (tableting speed) is included in the dissolution profile as compared to tableting strength and disintegration time.
One may consider that the intermediate quality attributes (e.g., particle size distribution and density of lubrication process) would be useful to predict final tablet attributes. However, they were not included in the model as the purpose of modeling was to find the optimal process parameters of each unit operation prior to any manufacturing operations, rather than the prediction of final tablet attributes. As such, these intermediate quality attributes were not included in the model.
The total number of original variable dimensions of X all and Y is generally much larger than that of the number of drug product manufacturing batches. This often occurs because the number of larger-scale batches tends to be small due to operation cost and the total number of variables (e.g., raw material lots and attributes, process parameters, final tablet attributes) tends to be relatively large due to the complex nature of the drug product process. For such cases, common statistical tools such as ordinary least squares (OLS) will rarely work. The number of samples has to be (at least) two or three times larger than that of the number of columns/ variables for successful OLS regression (even with independent X variables), or else, the OLS model would easily result in overfitting. PLS has the potential to overcome this problem by reducing the original dimensions into a much lower dimensionality subspace (i.e., PLS components), and the PLS components may be small enough relative to the number of manufacturing batches. If so, the resulting PLS model would provide robust estimates.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the result of PLS model ability is described first, the effect of all the possible raw material lot variability on tablet hardness profile is shown second, and the result of the optimal process parameter space and final tablet attribute space taking into account their total raw material lot variability is described last.
Result of PLS Model Ability
The ability of the PLS models to account for each tablet attribute is shown in Table I . The R 2 shows the fraction of the cumulative sum of squares of the response variables explained by the fitted model, and the Q 2 shows the cumulative sum of squares of prediction obtained from cross-validation. The number of PLS components for each model was selected so as to maximize the Q 2 value and avoid the overfitting problem. Both R 2 and Q 2 are generally important indicators for large samples of datasets.
As can be seen in Table I , the built PLS models provide good estimates of all the Y variables such as tablet hardness profile, dissolution profile and disintegration time (R 2 value of all the Y variables is more than 80%). The Q 2 value of the tablet strength results in being slightly lower while that of disintegration time and dissolution profile is sufficiently large. This occurs because the DOE data used in this study had independent relationship among X variables without the repeated batch samples (due to the limited data from drug development), and thus became sensitive to the result of cross-validation on the tablet strength. However, the prediction (validation) error of tablet strength was determined to be acceptable from another validation study (not shown in this manuscript). Furthermore, in the manufacturing (commercial) phase, the PLS model on tablet strength may require updating (model maintenance) as additional batch data is generated.
Notice that the number of PLS components used is much smaller than that of original dimensions of X all and Y matrices. This indicates that the original variables were highly correlated to each other. Moreover, the number of PLS components is small relative to the number of manufacturing batches, while the total number of original variable dimensions of X all and Y was much larger than the number of manufacturing batches. Therefore, the dimension reduction of PLS modeling was a significant advantage for this modeling study. As mentioned above, the data structure and process nature of this study is a very common case in general pharmaceutical tablet development. The use of PLS modeling may not be just an option but an imperative for a QbD study which has to simultaneously take into account the relationship of many variables such as the raw material attributes, process parameters, and final tablet attributes with a relatively small number of drug product batches. The PLS model can provide the information about which raw material attributes and process parameters have more impact on final tablet attributes. In order to recognize the overall key parameters, the results of the top ten VIP plots on the tablet hardness profile, dissolution profile, and disintegration time are shown in Fig. 4a-c, respectively . As mentioned previously, the process parameters and raw material attributes having a VIP>1.0 significantly contribute to the final tablet attributes. There are two key results: (1) in general, the process parameters contribute a larger effect on the final tablet attributes, compared to the raw material attributes; (b) the key process parameters and raw material attributes are different depending on the final attribute (i.e., the tablet hardness profile, dissolution profile, and disintegration time). The VIP rankings on each final tablet attribute matched experimental observations.
Effect of Raw Material Lot-to-Lot Variability on the Tablet Hardness Profile
Based on the built PLS model, the effect of all the possible variability from excipient material lots on the final tablet attributes has been investigated using the excipient material lot database (X MCCDB X FFLDB X MgSt DB ). The total number of combinations of excipient material lots in X MCC DB X FFL DB and X MgSt DB was 7,518,654 (=381×138×143). For an efficient simulation, only the excipient lots that maximize variance in each excipient space (e.g., PC1 vs. PC2 by PCA) were chosen. During the simulation, a nominal (fixed) process condition was used. In this simulation, the tablet hardness profile was primarily investigated as it has the biggest contribution to the performance of this drug product. The result of this lot-to-lot variability on the tablet hardness profile is shown in Fig. 5 . The wider region (colored yellow) and the smaller region (colored green) correspond to the total variability of all the possible excipient material lots and the target region, respectively. Most batches resulted in being within the target region, but some batches were outside the target region. Therefore, a process optimization approach which takes into account the excipient lot-to-lot variability could provide additional process understanding for this case, could help to de-risk the overall manufacturing operations for this product and produce a more consistent drug product.
Result of Process Optimization
The effect of all the possible excipient lot-to-lot variability on the final tablet attributes (colored by yellow in Fig. 5 ) should be taken into account in the process optimiza- tion design. The range is first divided into three case regions (case 1, case 2, case 3) which corresponds to lower, middle, and higher tablet hardness profile, as shown in Fig. 6 , in order to clearly demonstrate the change (transition) of optimal process parameters and final tablet attributes subject to the excipient lot variability. The upper region of case 3 and the lower region of case 1 shown in Fig. 6 fall outside the target region, as shown in Fig. 5 , and are of particular interest. The excipient lot combinations corresponding to the above three cases were found through the simulation in the previous section, and were set as the constraints (x current in Eq. 7) in the optimization framework. The centered line in the target region shown in Fig. 5 is set as the target tablet hardness profile y des in Eq. 7. The other constraints such as process parameter ranges, dissolution profile, and disintegration time were suitably set. The result of the process parameter (regions) optimization subject to the excipient lot combinations (corresponding to cases 1, 2, and 3) is shown in Fig. 7 . Only the results of three key process parameters Z2, Z3, and Z6 are shown here, while the result of six process parameters is simultaneously obtained. The range of process parameter constraints is shown by the green line. Notice that the optimal process parameter region clearly changes depending on the excipient lot combination cases (cases 1, 2, and 3). This indicates and confirms that the process parameters can be changed to compensate for the effect of the excipient lot changes. The reason why the optimal process parameter regions (cases 1, 2, and 3) discretely change is because they are determined so as to minimize the objective function in Eq. 7 (i.e., the error between the desired tablet hardness profile and the estimate) at each excipient combination case. If defining another objective function in the optimization framework (i.e., another criteria), another optimal process parameter region will be obtained.
The result of tablet hardness profile, dissolution profile, and disintegration time using these optimal process parameters is simulated and shown in Fig. 8 . All the desired final tablet attributes are well satisfied for all the possible excipient lot combinations (cases 1, 2, and 3), by selecting the optimal process parameters. This means that the process optimization has compensated for the effect of raw material lot variability and even excipient lots that fell outside of the target region with a fixed process produced acceptable tablets. This is a tangible benefit provided by the proposed process optimization strategy. There is still some room on the constraints of the desired dissolution profile and disintegration time, while there is not much on the tablet hardness profile (especially case 3). Such information enhanced the process understanding of design space during drug development.
The above results (Figs. 7 and 8) can be considered as the suitable design space for a QbD study. The optimum process parameter space to achieve the desired final attributes may change with the variance in the raw material attributes. These studies provide a good "multidimensional and interactive relationship of raw material attributes and process parameters on final tablet attributes," which is defined by the ICH-Q8 guidance (1). The above methodologies using latent variable modeling and optimization technology can play a key role in presenting a suitable design space for a QbD study.
In-house Process Simulator
To aid operators in the selection of process parameters per excipient characteristics, an in-house process simulator for the proposed process optimization strategy has been developed using MATLAB. The simulator calculates the best process parameters within the selected constraints (e.g., incoming raw material lots and process parameter ranges) to ensure desired final tablet attributes are obtained for every batch, prior to manufacturing a batch.
The screen shot of the process simulator is shown in Fig. 9 . The column portions colored in blue and yellow show the input and output information, respectively. As input information, the incoming excipient lot (upper-left side of the screen) and the process parameter range constraints (lower-left side of the screen) can be selected. After pressing the "optimization" button, the optimal process parameters are provided in the yellow colored column (lower-left side of the screen), and the estimated final tablet attributes (tablet hardness profile, dissolution profile, and disintegration time) using the optimal process parameters are provided (right side of the screen).
The optimal process parameters can be predicted prior to a manufacturing operation through the process simulator. The simulator serves as a decision support system for the operators.
CONCLUSION
A latent variable modeling and process optimization strategy, which can compensate for the effect of raw material lot-to-lot variability to achieve the desired final tablet attributes, has been successfully applied to a common industrial manufacturing (pharmaceutical tablet) process. The PLS model simultaneously takes into account raw material attributes and process parameters and provided very good estimates on the final tablet attributes (tablet hardness profile, dissolution profile, disintegration time). The dimensionality reduction capability of PLS modeling was a significant advantage in this study, as the total number of original dimensions of X all and Y is much larger relative to the total number of batches available. Many other common industrial cases would have a similar situation. The use of PLS modeling provides comparable advantages for QbD studies which have to simultaneously take into account the relationship of many variables such as the raw material attributes, process parameters, and final tablet attributes. The constructed PLS model provided useful information about which raw material attributes and process parameters have more impact on the final tablet attributes. Based on the PLS model, the total variability of raw material lots on the final tablet attributes was investigated using the raw material database, and then the optimal process parameter spaces (taking into account the total raw material variability to ensure desired final tablet attributes) was found. These results can be considered as a design space for a QbD study. This approach is able to demonstrate a multidimensional and interactive relationship of raw material attributes and process parameters on final tablet attributes, which is defined by the ICH-Q8 guidance (1). The above methodologies using latent variable modeling and optimization technology can play a key role to demonstrate a suitable design space for a QbD study. An in-house process simulator for implementing the proposed process optimization strategy has been presented.
The modeling approach offers the following advantages over current approaches:
1. It provides the specific processing parameter combination(s) for a given combination of raw materials for manufacture of the product, whether in batch mode as discussed above, or in continuous processing mode; 2. Various combinations of raw material and processing variables can be simulated to assess its impact on finished product attributes. In effect, the entire operating space can be sampled (simulated) using the model. This capability is useful in the risk-based approach to managing quality risks; combinations of parameters that can result in unacceptable product are flagged prior to batch manufacture. 3. Its ability to accommodate and take into account variability in raw material on product attributes. It is during commercial manufacture that the effect of variability in input materials on product attributes becomes evident; it may be argued that the design space is fully defined and validated well into commercial manufacture. Accordingly, the preliminary model built from product development data can be refined and its accuracy improved with data obtained during commercial manufacture. Further areas of study are in the validation of the model through its evolution (refinement).
An additional benefit of the modeling approach and simulation is the ability to detect and track changes in excipient characteristics over time and to assess the effect of the changes on product quality. The information from the simulation can be used in setting meaningful specifications on incoming materials and in assessing excipients from new sources. A related point worth mention is that since there are a limited number of excipients for a given pharmaceutical dosage form and processing stream, the model and the understanding of raw material and manufacturing process may be translatable across products in a given category, thus enabling more efficient product development. The ultimate value of the modeling approach is that it helps us better understand the effect of raw material and the manufacturing process on the product.
